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“Saint Therese of Lisieux invites us to practice the
little way of love, not to miss out on a kind word,
a smile or any small gesture which sows peace
and friendship. An integral ecology is also made
up of simple daily gestures which break with the
logic of violence, exploitation and selfishness.”
— Laudato Si', paragraph 230
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Care of Creation
Your local park has a hidden talent:
helping fight climate change

With floods and fires raging, Season of
Creation invites Christians to listen to
nature's cries

(NPR, 8/31/2022)

(EarthBeat, 9/1/2022)

"All that parkland helps protect millions of
Americans from the effects of global
warming. Pools and splash pads offer a
place to cool off on dangerously hot days.
Trees provide shade, pull carbon dioxide
out of the air and even lower the
temperature in nearby neighborhoods.
Marshes, ponds and meadows soak up
water when it rains to help keep roads and
homes dry."

"The pope said that the "sweet song of
creation," which invites people to practice
an ecological spirituality attentive to God's
presence in the natural world, is
"tragically" accompanied by "a chorus of
cries of anguish" — from the earth, the
poor and Indigenous and young people."

US to see renewable energy boom in wake of historic climate bill
(The Guardian. 8/30/2022)

"The tax credits contained in the bill’s $370bn of climate spending should help double the
capacity of installed wind and solar by 2030, according to an updated analysis by the
research firm Energy Innovation. This extra resource could enable clean electricity to
provide anything from 72% to 85% of total US supply by this time, flowing from 795 to 1,053
gigawatts of cumulative solar and wind capacity."
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September 1- October 4,
2022- Season of Creation
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Human Trafficking
Advocates praise Missouri’s new child trafficking law as promising first
step
(Missouri Independent, 8/30/2022)

September 8, 1:30 pm (CST)SCL Season of Creation
Prayer in the Pollinator
Garden
October 22 - October 24,
2022- Ignatian Family TeachIn for Justice in Washington,
D.C.
October 26 - 28, 2022- U.S.
Catholic Sisters Against
Human Trafficking
Conference: Weaving
Community, Building
Capacity, Effecting Change in
St. Louis, MO

"The commission will include four legislators, five department directors and 6
members of the general public. They will meet four times and submit
recommendations by December 2023. The council will also analyze DSS data
regarding child sex trafficking."
Misperceptions about labor trafficking in Colorado: Antonio’s experience
(9News, 8/28/2022)

"Labor traffickers are operating in Colorado and contrary to some beliefs, they
aren’t only taking advantage of those in the country without proper
documentation. Labor trafficking is a widespread problem that occurs in many
different industries, and anyone who needs a job can be vulnerable to a
trafficker’s lies, false promises, and coercion."
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Archbishop Hebda: Immigration
policy should include mercy
(The Catholic Spirit, 8/23/2022)

"He noted the upcoming World Day
of Migrants and Refugees Sept. 25,
which he called “an important day
in our archdiocese and around the
world because of the importance
that Pope Francis has given it.” He
said he was edified by Pope
Francis’ words during his recent
penitential pilgrimage in Canada,
and he recalled that the pope’s first
trip away from the Vatican was to
the Sicilian island of Lampedusa,
which receives refugees and
migrants from the Mediterranean."

Poll: People across the spectrum support immigration rules to keep the food
coming
(Ohio Capital Journal, 8/31/2022)

"Amid deep worries that Ohio’s foodbanks will run out of supplies this winter, a
top official last week said that the labor shortage among food workers is
particularly acute — and an irrational fear of immigrants isn’t helping."
Americans Want Immigration Reforms That Address Food Prices, Labor
Shortages, Border
(National Immigration Forum, 8/30/2022)

"The new poll follows a February survey in which nearly 4 in 5 registered voters
said they would support the two parties “working together on immigration
reforms that strengthen border security, create a pathway to citizenship for
undocumented immigrants who came to the United States as children, and
ensure a legal, reliable workforce for America’s farmers and ranchers.”"
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Seeking Racial Justice
Mary Peltola: First Alaskan Native elected to
Congress as Sarah Palin loses

Are KC-area schools racially equitable?
This group is keeping track

(BBC News, 9/1/2022)

(The KC Beacon, 8/20/2022)

"Ms Peltola ran against two Republicans in the
state's first ranked-choice election, a system
that was criticised by Ms Palin during the race as
confusing and unfair.
The Democrat, who is Yup'ik and grew up in a
rural part of Alaska, will also become the first
woman to hold the seat."

"The demands include calls for districts to
train teachers on anti-racism, examining
their own racial identity and culturally
responsive teaching; implement
restorative practices; remove police and
metal detectors; make libraries more
diverse and hire at least 30% staff of color
on all levels."

Debt relief for Black farmers shows challenges of pursuing racial equity with policy
(NPR, 8/31/2022)

"For decades last century, racism in the federal government's loan programs for farmers drove many
Black farmers deep into debt. Many lost their land, and that is one reason why last year's pandemic
relief package included billions of dollars in loan forgiveness for Black and other minority farmers.
But then that federal program run by the Department of Agriculture got ensnared in lawsuits."
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Advocacy &
Action
Catholic Mobilizing Network:
Pledge to Pray with Pope Francis
Mobilize Mercy:
"Pope Francis is praying for the global
abolition of the death penalty throughout the
month of September. Will you join him?
Together, let us answer the Holy Father's call
and lift up this prayer that we may mobilize
mercy and uphold the dignity of all, regardless
of the harm they have suffered or caused."
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